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Abstract
Let’s Imagine an Autistic hotel is a thought experiment that asks a scientifically curious question: How would we imagine an Autistic hotel? This article was designed to evoke the reader’s imagination and innovative thinking. The possibility of an Autistic hotel is not only intriguing; such an idea could lead to changes in how we envision our future as humanity.

Resumé
 Imaginons un hôtel pour autistes est une expérience de pensée qui pose une question scientifique curieuse : comment imaginons-nous un hôtel pour autistes ? Cet article a été conçu pour évoquer l’imagination et la pensée novatrice du lecteur. La possibilité d’un hôtel pour autistes n’est pas seulement intrigante ; une telle idée pourrait conduire à des changements dans la façon dont nous envisageons notre avenir en tant qu’humanité.
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1 University of Victoria
Imagine an Autistic hotel. I have a scientific mind and enjoy curiosity. I imagine an Autistic hotel as a practice spaceship for when humans live out in space. I make hypotheses or predictions. What are your ideas about an Autistic hotel? How would the lighting be? What would it look like to enter an Autistic hotel? What sounds would we hear? How would the beds and chairs feel? Would Autism culture produce something completely different?

We could use Autistic hotels to practice niche constructing spaceships for spinning orbits around moons and exoplanets. Niche constructing is when we co-author a continual renewal of our environments to safeguard the maintenance of our human needs and our symbiont biosystems. Let’s keep all our cultures and diversities for at least a billion years and expand them across our galaxy! My humble suggestion for keeping the humans. How could we grow bored with teams of Autistics planning for a livable future? We need Autistics to design Autistic hotels, serve Autistic hotels, and visit Autistic hotels. Autistic hotels are Autistic cultural property if we make them. Autistic hotels are inclusive because of our professional Autistic equity attitude. There are Autistics in all diversities. Our practice spaceships could use gentle AI to optimize our equity needs just in time for Earth repair!

Autistic hotel spaceships could be made climate optimized and designed to return fertile lands to food growing and create separate spaces for Indigenized Peoples tending symbiotic Earth Home. Moreover, an Autistic hotel could transport us by enthusiastic consent and activity transparency agreements embedded in the go button of a distributed transportation system wherein the same AI coordinates multiple vehicles for improved safety over purely autonomous AI-driven vehicles. Autistic hotel procedure manuals could all have an abstract but critical, run-on sentence that displays signs of Autistic monologuing.

We could have minimal bubbled seat cabs that would automatically go to places we connect with meaning together. We could participate using overall cooperative game theory with friendly, transparent, competitive components to keep a sense of fun flowing that supports our wellbeing. Maybe Autistic Hotels could become mysterious.

I am super curious about Autistic hotels. I began this time writing by idea, dreaming about Autistic hotels and sharing thoughts about transport to Autistic hotels to evoke thoughts of Autistic hotels themselves. My curiosity has only begun to grow. Will there be such a glorious place as an Autistic hotel? I certainly believe in Autistic people and how much life they can bring by designing their brilliant creations as gifts to us all.